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Abstract 
We provide two solutions to the heretofore open problem of stabilization of 
systems with arbitrarily long delays at the input and output of a nonlinear 
system using output feedback only. Both of our solutions are global, employ 
the predictor approach over the period that combines the input and output 
delays, address nonlinear systems with sampled measurements and with control 
applied using a zero-order hold, and require that the sampling/holding periods 
be sufficiently short, though not necessarily constant. Our first approach 
considers general nonlinear systems for which the solution map is available 
explicitly and whose one-sample-period predictor-based discrete-time model 
allows state reconstruction, in a finite number of steps, from the past values of 
inputs and output measurements. Our second approach considers a class of 
globally Lipschitz strict-feedback systems with disturbances and employs an 
appropriately constructed successive approximation of the predictor map, a 
high-gain sampled-data observer, and a linear stabilizing feedback for the 
delay-free system. We specialize the second approach to linear systems, where 
the predictor is available explicitly. We provide two illustrative examples—one 
analytical for the first approach and one numerical for the second approach.  
 
Keywords: nonlinear systems, delay systems, sampled-data control. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Summary of Results of the Paper. Even though numerous results have been developed in recent 
years for stabilization of nonlinear systems with input delays by state 
feedback [18,20,24,25,26,27,30,31,32,46,50], and although additional delays in state 
measurements are allowed in our recent work [20], the problem of stabilization of systems with 
arbitrarily long delays at the input and/or output by output feedback has remained open.   
    We provide two solutions to this problem. Both of our solutions address nonlinear systems with 
sampled measurements and with control applied using a zero-order hold, with a requirement that 
the sampling/holding periods be sufficiently short, though not necessarily constant. Both of our 
solutions also employ the predictor approach to provide the control law with an estimate of the 
future state over a period that combines the input and output delays.  
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    Our first approach considers general nonlinear systems for which the solution map is available 
explicitly and whose one-sample-period predictor-based discrete-time model allows state 
reconstruction, in a finite number of steps, from the past values of inputs and output 
measurements.  
    Our second approach considers a class of globally Lipschitz strict-feedback systems with 
disturbances and employs an appropriately constructed successive approximation of the predictor 
map, a high-gain sampled-data observer, and a linear stabilizing feedback for the delay-free 
system. The results of the second approach can be applied to the linear time-invariant case as well, 
providing robust global exponential sampled-data stabilizers, which are completely insensitive to 
perturbations of the sampling schedule.  
    Both of our approaches achieve global asymptotic stabilization. The first approach also 
achieves dead-beat stabilization in case the delay-free plant is dead-beat stabilizable. The second 
approach achieves input-to-state stability with respect to plant disturbances and measurement 
disturbances, as well as global exponential stability in the absence of disturbances. 
  
Problem Statement and Literature. As in [18,20,24,25,26,27,50] we consider nonlinear systems of 
the form: 
mn Ututx
tutxftx
ℜ⊆∈ℜ∈
−=
)(,)(
))(),(()( τ
                                                (1.1) 
where 0≥τ  is the input delay, mU ℜ⊆  is a non-empty set with U∈0  (the control set) and 
nn Uf ℜ→×ℜ:  is a locally Lipschitz mapping with 0)0,0( =f . We employ the predictor-based 
approach, which is ubiquitous for linear systems (see [40] and the references in [25,26]) and is 
different from other approaches for systems with input delays [30,31,32,46], where the stabilizing 
feedback for the delay free system is either applied or is modified and stability is guaranteed for 
sufficiently small input delays. The input in (1.1) can be applied continuously or with zero-order 
hold (see [20]) and the measured output is usually assumed to be the state vector ntx ℜ∈)( . 
     In [20], we extended predictor-based nonlinear control to the case of sampled measurements 
and measurement delays expressed as 
)()( rxty i −= τ , for ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ  
where y  is the measured output, the discrete time instants iτ  are the sampling times and 0≥r  is 
the measurement delay. The motivation is that sampling arises simultaneously with input and 
output delays in control over networks. Few papers have studied this problem (exceptions are [14] 
where input and measurement delays are considered for linear systems but the measurement is not 
sampled and [22] where the unicycle is studied).  
     In the absence of delays, in sampled-data control of nonlinear systems semiglobal practical 
stability is generally guaranteed [10,35,36,37], with the desired region of attraction achieved by 
sufficiently fast sampling. Alternatively, global results are achieved under restrictive conditions 
on the structure of the system [9,13,39]. Simultaneous consideration to sampling and delays 
(either physical or sampling-induced) is given in the literature on control of linear and nonlinear 
systems over networks [7,8,12,37,39,44,45,49], but almost all available results rely on delay-
dependent conditions for the existence of stabilizing feedback. Exceptions are the papers [3,28], 
where prediction-based control methodologies are employed.  
    The assumption that the state vector is measured is seldom realistic. Instead, measurement is a 
function of the state vector, i.e., the measured output of system (1.1) is given by: 
+∈+∈−= ZiTiiTtriTxhty ),)1(,[)),(()( 111                                 (1.2) 
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where 01 >T  is the sampling period, 0≥r  is the measurement delay and knh ℜ→ℜ:  is a 
continuous vector field with 0)0( =h  (the output map). Notice that the measurements are obtained 
at discrete time instants.  
     We study the following problem in this paper: find a feedback law, which utilizes the sampled 
measurements and applies the input with zero-order hold, given by 
jutu =)( , +∈+∈ ZjTjjTt ,))1(,[ 22                                                (1.3)  
where 02 >T  is the holding period, such that the closed-loop system (1.1) with (1.2), (1.3) is 
globally asymptotically stable.  
 
Two Solutions Provided in the Paper. The above problem is solved for two particular cases: 
 
1st Case (Section 2): The case where the solution map of the open-loop system (1.1) is explicitly 
known and 021 >== TTT  (sample-and-hold case). Under appropriate assumptions for 
observability, forward completeness and sampled-data stabilizability of the open loop system 
(1.1) with 0=τ , we guarantee stabilization of system (1.1) with a predictor-based version of any 
sampled-data controller designed for the delay-free plant. For example, all sampled-data feedback 
designs proposed in [9,10,13,21,35,36,37,39] which guarantee global stabilization can be 
exploited for the stabilization of a delayed system with input/measurement delays, sampled 
measurements and input applied with zero order hold. The class of feedforward systems (see 
[23,26] and references therein) can be addressed by using the proposed observer-based predictor 
feedback design.  
 
2nd Case (Sections 3,4 and 5): The class of globally Lipschitz systems of the form 
n
n
n
n
nnnn
iiiiii
tdtdtdtutxtxtx
tutdtutxgtxftx
nitdtutxgtxtxtxftx
ℜ∈′=ℜ∈ℜ∈′=
−++=
−=++= +
))(),...,(()(,)(,))(),...,(()(
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1,...,1,)())(),(()())(),...,(()(
11
11
τ

                  (1.4) 
where ℜ→ℜiif :  ( ni ,...,1= ) are globally Lipschitz functions with 0)0( =if ( ni ,...,1= ) and the 
output map is 1)( xxh = . The inputs id  ( ni ,...,1= ) represent disturbances and the functions 
ℜ→ℜiig :  ( ni ,...,1= ) are locally Lipschitz, bounded functions. In this case, we can show 
stabilizability of system (1.1) even under arbitrary perturbations of the sampling schedule, by 
combining the sampled-data observer design in [17] and the approximate predictor control 
proposed in [18]. We also show robustness with respect to measurement errors and modeling 
errors. The feedback design is based on the corresponding delay free system 
)())(()(
1,...,1,)())(),...,(()( 11
tutxftx
nitxtxtxftx
nn
iiii
+=
−=+= +


                                           (1.5) 
The proposed control schemes for both cases consist of three components: 
 
1st Component: An observer, which utilizes past input and output values in order to provide 
(continuous or discrete) estimates of the delayed state vector )( rtx − . 
2nd Component: The predictor mapping that utilizes the estimation provided by the observer and 
past input values in order to provide an estimation of the future value of the state vector )( τ+tx . 
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3rd Component: A nominal globally stabilizing feedback for the corresponding delay-free system.  
The above control scheme has long been in use for linear systems [29,33,34,48,51] and it has been 
used even for partial differential equation systems [11], but is novel for nonlinear systems. 
Moreover, even for Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems  
)()()()( tGdtButAxtx +−+= τ                                                       (1.6) 
where nn tdtutx ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈ )(,)(,)( , we provide new sampled-data feedback exponential stabilizers 
that are robust to perturbations of the sampling schedule.  
 
Notation. Throughout the paper we adopt the following notation:  
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈  we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm, by x′  its transpose. For a real 
matrix mnA ×ℜ∈ , nmA ×ℜ∈′  denotes its transpose and { }1,;sup: =ℜ∈= xxAxA n  is its induced 
norm. nnI ×ℜ∈  denotes the identity matrix. By ),...,,(diag 21 nlllA =  we mean a diagonal matrix 
with nlll ,...,, 21  on its diagonal. 
∗  +ℜ  denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. +Z  denotes the set of non-negative integers. 
For every 0≥t , [ ]t  denotes the integer part of 0≥t , i.e., the largest integer being less or equal to 
0≥t . A partition { }∞== 0iiTπ  of +ℜ  is an increasing sequence of times with 00 =T  and +∞→iT . 
∗   We say that an increasing continuous function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  is of class K  if 0)0( =γ . We say that 
a function γ  of class K  is of class ∞K  if +∞=+∞→ )(lim ss γ . By KL  we denote the set of all 
continuous functions +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:σ  with the properties: (i) for each 0≥t  the mapping ),( t⋅σ  
is of class K  ; (ii) for each 0≥s , the mapping ),( ⋅sσ  is non-increasing with 0),(lim =+∞→ tst σ . 
∗  By )(AC j  ( );( ΩAC j ), where nA ℜ⊆  ( mℜ⊆Ω ), 0≥j  is a non-negative integer, we denote the 
class of functions (taking values in mℜ⊆Ω ) that have continuous derivatives of order j  on 
nA ℜ⊆ . 
∗  Let nbrax ℜ→− ),[:  with 0≥> ab  and 0≥r . By xtTr )(  we denote the “history” of x  from rt −  
to t , i.e., ( ) ]0,[;)(:)()( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθθ , for ),[ bat∈ . By xtTr )(  we denote the “open history” of x  
from rt −  to t , i.e., ( ) )0,[;)(:)()( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθθ , for ),[ bat∈ . 
∗  Let ℜ⊆I  be an interval. By  );( UI∞L  ( );( UIloc∞L ) we denote the space of measurable and 
(locally) bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . Notice that we do 
not identify functions in );( UI∞L  which differ on a measure zero set. For )];0,([ nrx ℜ−∈ ∞L  or 
));0,([ nrx ℜ−∈ ∞L  we define )(sup:
]0,[
θ
θ
xx
r
r −∈
=  or )(sup:
)0,[
θ
θ
xx
r
r −∈
= . Notice that )(sup
]0,[
θ
θ
x
r−∈
  is not 
the essential supremum but the actual supremum and that is why the quantities )(sup
]0,[
θ
θ
x
r−∈
 and 
)(sup
)0,[
θ
θ
x
r−∈
 do not coincide in general.  
∗  The saturation function )(xsat  is defined by xxxsat /)( =  for all ℜ∈x .  
 
 
Throughout the paper, for 0=r  we adopt the convention nnr ℜ=ℜ−∞ )];0,([L  and 
nnrC ℜ=ℜ− )];0,([0 . Finally, for reader’s convenience, we mention the following fact, which is a 
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direct consequence of Lemma 2.2 in [1] and Lemma 3.2 in [15]. The fact is used extensively 
throughout the paper.  
 
FACT: Suppose that the system ))(),(()( tutxftx =  is forward complete. Then for every nx ℜ∈0 , 
));,([ mlocu ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ τL , the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and 
corresponding to input ));,([ mlocu ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ τL  exists for all 0≥t . Moreover, for every 0>T  there 
exists a function ∞∈Ka  such that for every nx ℜ∈0 , ));,([ mlocu ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ τL  the solution )(tx  of (1.1) 
with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and corresponding to input ));,([ mlocu ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ τL  satisfies 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
−<≤−
)(sup)( 0 suxatx
ts ττ
, for all ],0( Tt∈ .    
 
 
 
2. Solution Map Known Explicitly 
 
We consider system (1.1) under the following hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis (H1): The system 
mn Ututxtutxftx ℜ⊆∈ℜ∈= )(,)(,))(),(()(                                        (2.1) 
is forward complete. 
 
Hypothesis (H2): There exists Uk n →ℜ: , ∞∈Ka  such that the nℜ∈0  is Globally Asymptotically 
Stable for the closed-loop system (2.1) with 
+∈+∈= ZiTiiTtiTxktu ),)1(,[)),(()(                                        (2.2) 
i.e., there exists KL∈σ  such that for every 0≥t , nx ℜ∈0 , the solution )(tx  of the closed-loop 
system (2.1) with (2.2) at time 0≥t  with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  exists and satisfies ( )txtx ,)( 0σ≤ . Moreover, the following inequality holds: 
( )xaxk ≤)( , nx ℜ∈∀                                                    (2.3) 
 
Let );,( 0 uxtφ  denote the solution map of (2.1), i.e., the unique solution ntx ℜ∈)(  of (2.1) at time 
0≥t  with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and corresponding to a measurable and essentially 
bounded input Utu →],0[:  satisfies );,()( 0 uxttx φ= . The control approach that we will use for the 
stabilization of system (1.1) assumes explicit knowledge of the solution map );,( 0 uxtφ  of (2.1). If 
the output map were the identity function then the approach in [20] could be directly applied for 
the stabilization of (1.1). Here, we need an additional observability hypothesis.  
     Let +∈Zl  be an integer such that δτ +=+ Tlr , where ),0[ T∈δ . If 0>δ , then we can define the 
operator ( )UTUP );,0[: 2 ∞→L  by means of the formula 
( ) 121 :)(),( utuuP = , for ),0[ δ∈t  and ( ) 221 :)(),( utuuP = , for ),[ Tt δ∈  
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and the mapping nn UF ℜ→×ℜ 2:  by means of the equation: 
( )),(;,:),,( 2121 uuPxTuuxF φ=                                        (2.4) 
Notice that the previous definitions in conjunction with the semigroup property for the solution 
map, imply for all +∈ Zi  with 1+≥ li : 
),),(())1(( 21 uuriTxFrTix −=−+                                            (2.5) 
where )(tx  denotes any solution of (1.1) with piecewise constant input that satisfies 
( ) )(),()( 21 θθτ uuPriTu =+−−  for all ),0[ T∈θ . 
     If 0=δ  then we similarly define the operator ( )UTUP );,0[: ∞→L  by means of the formula 
( ) utuP =:)()( , for ),0[ Tt∈   
and the mapping nn UF ℜ→×ℜ:  by means of the equation: 
( ))(;,:),( uPxTuxF φ=                                                         (2.6) 
Notice again that the previous definitions in conjunction with the semigroup property for the 
solution map, give for all +∈ Zi  with li ≥ : 
)),(())1(( uriTxFrTix −=−+                                                  (2.7) 
where )(tx  denotes any solution of (1.1) with constant input that satisfies uTliu ≡+− ))(( θ . 
 
Therefore for every ),0[ T∈δ , we can construct an autonomous discrete-time system of the form  
))(()(
)(,)(,))(),(()1(
ixhiy
VivixivixFix n
=
∈ℜ∈=+                                            (2.8)  
 
which is associated with system (1.1), (1.2) and represents a one-sampling-period “predictor 
system”. Notice that 2UV =  for the case 0>δ  and UV =  for the case 0=δ . The following 
observability hypothesis is employed in the present work (see also [16]). 
 
Hypothesis (H3): The discrete-time system (2.8) is completely observable, i.e., there exists 
+∈ Zp , 1≥p  and a continuous function nkkppV ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×Ψ :  with 0)0,0( =Ψ  such that the 
solution of the discrete-time system (2.8) with arbitrary initial condition corresponding to 
arbitrary input satisfies ))(),...,(),1(),...,(()( piyiypivivpix +−+Ψ=+  for all +∈ Zi . 
 
Example 2.1: We consider the 3-dimensional feedforward system  
ℜ⊆∈ℜ∈′=
+=−+=−=
Uuxxxx
txtxtxtutxtxtxtutx
,),,(
)()()(,)()()()(,)()(
3
321
2
1231121  ττ                         (2.9) 
This system (for 0=τ ) is not feedback linearizable [23]. Hypothesis (H1) holds for system (2.9) 
and its solution map with 0=τ  is given by: 
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( )
( ) ∫ ∫∫ ∫∫ ∫ ∫
∫∫ ∫
∫
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++++++=
++++=
+=
t wtt w
tt
t
dwdssutxddssuxdwddssuuxttxxuxt
dssuxddssuuxtxuxt
dssuxuxt
0
2
0
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1
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1
0 0 0
1
2
233
0
1
0 0
122
0
11
)()(3)()(1
2
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)()()(1);,(
)();,(
ττ
τ
τττφ
ττφ
φ
 
 (2.10) 
Here we study the case ),0( Tr ∈+τ , in which the equality δτ +=+ Tlr  holds with τδ += r , 0=l  
and the mapping 323: ℜ→ℜ×ℜF  defined by (2.4) is given by  
( ) ),(),(3
2
),,(
),(),(),,(
),(),,(
21321211
2
2
123213
212211112212
2111211
uuGuuQxxTxxTxuuxF
uuGuuQxxTxuuxF
uuQxuuxF
+++++=
+++=
+=
                   (2.11) 
for all 221 ),,( Uuux n ×ℜ∈ , where ℜ→ℜ23221 :,,, GGQQ  are defined by: 
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)(
2
)(3
3
2
2
3
6
)(
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),(
2
)()(
2
),(),(
2
)()(
2
:),(
)(:),(
3
2
2
2
21
2
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2
213
2
2
2
21
2
1
2
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2
2
11
2
212
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δδδδδδδδδ
δδδδ
δδδδ
δδ
−+−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+−+⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +−=
−+−++=
−+−+=
−+=
TuTuuuTTuuTTuuG
uTuuTuuuQuuG
uTuTuuuQ
uTuuuQ
 
We consider two cases: 
 
1st Case (two states are measured): ℜ⊆U  with U∈0  is arbitrary and the measured output of (2.9) 
is given by (1.2), where 
),()(),( 3121 ′==′= xxxhyyy                                                   (2.12) 
In this case, system (2.8) is completely observable with 1=p , since the solution of the discrete-
time system (2.8) with arbitrary initial condition and corresponding to arbitrary input satisfies 
( )
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
+
++−−+
+
=+ −
)1(
))(),(())(),(()()()()1(
)1(
)1(
2
21211
2
122
1
1
iy
iuiuCiuiuBiyiyiyiyT
iy
ix            (2.13) 
where  
),(),(),(,
2
),(),(3),( 213
1
21221211212
1
21 uuGTuuGuuC
TuuQuuQTuuB −− −=++−=  
 
2nd Case (only one state is measured): ],[ εε−⊆U  with U∈0 , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈
6
1,0ε  and the measured output of 
(2.9) is given by (1.2), where 
3)( xxhy ==                                                              (2.14) 
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In this case the following equation holds for all +∈ Zi  for the solution of the discrete-time system 
(2.8), where 323: ℜ→ℜ×ℜF  is defined by (2.11): 
( ) )())(),((3))1(),1((3))(),((3 ))1(),1(),(),(()()1(2)2( 12122122112 2121333 ixiuiuQiuiuQiuiuTQT
iuiuiuiuPixixix
−++++
=++−++−+
 
where ( ) ),(),(),(6
2
1),(),(),(:),,,( 21
2
1211212
2
2122132132121 uuTQuuQvvQTuuTGuuGvvGvvuuP −+−+−= . 
The above definitions 21211 )(:),( uTuuuQ δδ −+= , 2
2
11
2
212 2
)()(
2
:),( uTuTuuuQ δδδδ −+−+=  show that if 
],[ εε−⊆U  with ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈
6
1,0ε  then the inequalities ε
2
),(
2
212
TuuQ ≤ , εTuuQ ≤),( 211  hold for all 
Uuu ∈21 , . Therefore the inequality 
2
212212211
2 )61())(),((3))1(),1((3))(),((3 TiuiuQiuiuQiuiuTQT ε−≥−++++  holds for all Uiuiu ∈)(),( 21 , 
Uiuiu ∈++ )1(),1( 21 . In this case, system (2.8) is completely observable with 2=p , since the 
solution of the discrete-time system (2.8) with arbitrary initial condition and corresponding to 
arbitrary input satisfies 
( )
))(),((
))1(),1(),(),((
))1(),1(),(),(()()1(2)2(
)2(
))1(),1(())1(),1(()1()2(
))1(),1((
)2(
211
2121
2121
2121
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211
iuiuQ
iuiuiuiuD
iuiuiuiuPiyiyiy
M
iy
iuiuCiuiuBMMiyiyT
iuiuQM
ix
+++
++−++−+=
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
+
++++++−+−+
+++
=+ −
                   (2.15) 
where ),(3),(3),(3:),,,( 21221221122121 uuQvvQuuTQTvvuuD −++= .         
 
Next, we consider again the general system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) with 021 >== TTT . By virtue of 
hypothesis (H1) the solution of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) exists for all 0≥t  for arbitrary initial condition ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , ( )UuT );0,[)0( ττ −∈ ∞L  and arbitrary sequence of inputs ∞=0}{ iiu . The 
measurements made up to time iTt =  are given by ))1(,[)),(()( TjjTtrjTxhyty j +∈−==  for 
ij ,...,0= . Notice that, if we denote )( rjTxx j −=  for all +∈ Zj  with τ+≥ rjT , then we obtain 
),,( 11 ljljjj uuxFx −−−+ =  for the case 0>δ  and ),(1 ljjj uxFx −+ =  for the case 0=δ , where F  is 
defined by (2.4) or (2.6) and +∈Zl  is the integer such that δτ +=+ Tlr , where ),0[ T∈δ . 
Hypothesis (H3) implies the existence of a continuous function nkkppUR ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×+1:  (called the 
reconstruction mapping) for the case 0>δ  and nkkppUR ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×:  for the case 0=δ  with 
0)0,0( =R  such that for every +∈ Zi  with TlpiT )1( ++≥ , the following equality holds:  
),...,,,...,()( 11 ipililpii yyuuRriTxx −−−−−−=−= , for the case 0>δ                        (2.16) 
),...,,,...,()( 1 ipililpii yyuuRriTxx −−−−−=−= , for the case 0=δ                          (2.17) 
We are also in a position to define the predictor mapping that correlates )( riTx −  with )( τ+iTx , 
which is given by  
( )),...,(;,:),...,,( 1111 −−−−−− +=Φ iliili uuQxruux τφ , for the case 0>δ                      (2.18) 
 
( )),...,(;,:),...,,( 11 −−−− +=Φ iliili uuQxruux τφ , for the case 0=δ                          (2.19) 
where  
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( ) 111 :)(),...,( −−−−− = liili utuuQ , for ),0[ δ∈t , 
( ) jili utuuQ =−−− :)(),...,( 11 , ))1(,)[( δδ +−+++−+∈ TiljTiljt , 1,..., −−= ilij  
for the case 0>δ  and for the case 0=δ  
( ) jili utuuQ =−− :)(),...,( 1 , for ))1(,)[( TiljTiljt −++−+∈ , 1,..., −−= ilij  
By virtue of (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) the following equalities hold for every +∈ Zi  with 
1++≥ lpi : 
( )1111 ,...,),,...,,,...,()( −−−−−−−−−Φ=+ iliipililpi uuyyuuRiTx τ , for the case 0>δ           (2.20) 
( )11 ,...,),,...,,,...,()( −−−−−−−Φ=+ iliipililpi uuyyuuRiTx τ , for the case 0=δ             (2.21) 
The computation of the predictor mapping and the reconstruction mapping is straightforward 
when the solution map of (2.1) is known. The following example illustrates how easily the 
prediction and reconstruction mappings can be computed. 
 
Example 2.2: We return to Example 2.1 and consider the 3-dimensional feedforward system (2.9) 
with output defined by (2.14), ],[ εε−⊆U  with U∈0 , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈
6
1,0ε , for the case ),0( Tr ∈+τ . In this 
case the equality δτ +=+ Tlr  holds with τδ += r , 0=l  and the mapping 323: ℜ→ℜ×ℜF  defined 
by (2.4) is given by (2.11). In order to define the reconstruction mapping 323: ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×UR  we 
simply need to replace )(),1(),2( iyiyiy ++  by 21 ,, −− iii yyy , respectively, to use equation (2.15) with 
)1()( 12 += iuiu  and to replace )(),(),1( 122 iuiuiu +  by 321 ,, −−− iii uuu , respectively. Therefore, we 
obtain: 
( )
),(
),,,(
),,,(2
),(),(
),(
:),,,,,(
231
1223
122321
1212
2
1
1
121
12123
−−
−−−−
−−−−−−
−−−−−−
−−
−−−−−
+−+−=
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
++−−
+
=
ii
iiii
iiiiiii
i
iiiiii
ii
iiiiii
uuQ
uuuuD
uuuuPyyy
M
y
uuCuuBMMyyT
uuQM
yyyuuuR
        (2.22) 
where the mappings DPCBQ ,,,,1  have been defined in Example 2.1. The predictor mapping is 
simply obtained from (2.10):  
( )
( ) 2 131121312212313
1111
2
1212
1111
22
3
62
),(
1
2
),(
),(
−−−−
−−−−
−−
++++++=Φ
++++=Φ
+=Φ
iiii
iiii
ii
uuxuxxxxux
uxuuxxux
uxux
δδδδδ
δδδ
δ
                    (2.23) 
In general, the rule to obtain the reconstruction mapping from the mapping nkkppV ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×Ψ :  
for the case 0>δ  involved in Hypothesis (H3) is to replace Vjiujiujiv ∈++=+ ))(),(()( 21  by 
),( 1 jlpijlpi uu +−−+−−−  for 1,...,0 −= pj  (notice that 2UV = ) and )( jiy +  by jpiy +−  for 1,...,0 −= pj .       
 
In summary, the proposed control scheme consists of three components: 
 
1st Component: A sampled-data observer based on a state-reconstruction mapping 
nkkppUR ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×+1: , given by (2.16) for the discrete-time one-sample-period “predictor 
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system” (2.8). The reconstruction mapping utilizes past input and output values in order to 
provide an estimate for the delayed state vector )( riTx − . 
2nd Component: The predictor mapping Φ , given by (2.20), which utilizes the estimation provided 
by the reconstruction map and past input values in order to provide an estimation of the future 
value of the state vector )( τ+iTx . 
3rd Component: The nominal globally stabilizing feedback Uk n →ℜ:  involved in Hypothesis 
(H2), which employs the predictor.   
 
We are now ready to state our main result. Its proof is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 2.3: Let 0>T , 0, ≥τr  with 0>+τr  be given and let +∈Zl  and ),0( T∈δ  be such that 
δτ +=+ Tlr . Moreover, suppose that Hypotheses (H1)-(H3) hold for system (1.1), (1.2) with 
TTT == 21 . Then the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) with  
( )),...,,()( 11 −−−Φ= ili uuXktu , for ))1(,[ TiiTt +∈                            (2.24) 
where )( jTuu j =  and  
),...,,,...,( 11 ipililpi yyuuRX −−−−−−=                                       (2.25) 
where ))(( rjTxhy j −= , is Globally Uniformly Asymptotically Stable, in the sense that there exists 
a function KL∈σ~  such that for every ( )UTlppTrCux n );0,)1([)];0,([),( 000 ++−×ℜ−−∈ ∞L , the solution 
mntutx ℜ×ℜ∈))(),((  of the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (2.24), (2.25) with TTT == 21 , 
initial condition ( )UTlpuuTr );0,)1([)0( 0 ++−∈= ∞+ Lτ , ( )nr pTrCxxT ℜ−−∈= ];0,[)0( 00  satisfies the 
following inequality for all 0≥t : 
( )tuxutTxtT TlppTrTlpTlppTrpTr ,~)()( )1(00)1()1( +++++++++ +≤+ σ                       (2.26) 
Finally, if the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2) satisfies the dead-beat property of order jT , where 
+∈ Zj  is positive, i.e., for all nx ℜ∈0  the solution )(tx  of (2.1), (2.2) with initial condition 
nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  satisfies 0)( =tx  for all jTt ≥ , then there exists +∈ Zq  such that the closed-loop 
system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (2.24), (2.25) satisfies the dead-beat property of order qT , i.e., for every 
( )UTlppTrCux n );0,)1([)];0,([),( 000 ++−×ℜ−−∈ ∞L , the solution mntutx ℜ×ℜ∈))(),((  of system (1.1), 
(1.2), (1.3), (2.24), (2.25) with initial condition ( )UTlpuuTr );0,)1([)0( 0 ++−∈= ∞+ Lτ , ( )nr pTrCxxT ℜ−−∈= ];0,[)0( 00  satisfies 0)( =tx  for all qTt ≥ .    
 
Remark 2.4: A very similar statement holds for the case 0=δ . The only thing that needs to be 
changed is the feedback law (2.24), (2.25), which is replaced by ( )),...,,()( 1−−Φ= ili uuXktu , for 
))1(,[ TiiTt +∈  and ),...,,,...,( 1 ipililpi yyuuRX −−−−−= .  
 
Example 2.5: We return to Example 2.2 and consider the 3-dimensional feedforward system (2.9) 
with output defined by (2.14), ],[ εε−=U  with ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈
6
1,0ε , for the case ),0( Tr ∈+τ . In this case the 
equality δτ +=+ Tlr  holds with τδ += r , 0=l . It is shown in [21] (Theorem 3.7 and Remark 3.8) 
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that Hypothesis (H2) holds for system (2.9) for every 0>ε . More specifically, for every 0>ε  
there exist constants 0,,,,, 21210 >TRRKKK  such that hypothesis (H2) holds with  
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
<++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++−+−
≥++<+−−
≥++≥−
=
2
2
21
2
2123221
2
2
21
2
2111211
2
2
21
2
21110
2
1sat2
sat
)(sat
:)(
RxxxifxxxKxx
RxxxandRxifxxKx
RxxxandRxifxK
xk                      (2.27) 
 
Moreover, the inequality ε≤)(xk  holds for all 3ℜ∈x . It follows from Theorem 2.3 that the 
closed-loop system (2.9), (1.2), (2.24), (2.25), where Φ,, Rh  are defined by (2.14), (2.22), (2.23), 
respectively, is Globally Uniformly Asymptotically Stable in the sense described in Theorem 2.3.  
 
For the case where U⊆− ],[ εε  and the output map is given by (2.12) (the case where two states are 
measured), we showed in Example 2.1 that Hypothesis (H3) holds. It follows from Theorem 2.3 
that the closed-loop system (2.9), (1.2) with ))1(,[),ˆ()( TiiTtXktu +∈= , where ℜ→ℜ3:k  is defined 
by (2.27), )ˆ,ˆ,ˆ(ˆ 321 ′= XXXX , 
( )
( ) ( ) 2 131121131221233
1111
2
122
111
3
)(
2
)(31
6
)(
2
)()(ˆ
)(1
2
)()(ˆ
)(ˆ
−−−−
−−−
−
++++++++++++=
+++++++=
++=
iiii
iii
i
urXuruurXrXXrXX
XuruurXrXX
urXX
τττττ
τττ
τ
 (2.28) 
where ))1((1 Tiuui −=−  and ),,( 321 ′= XXXX  is defined by  
( )
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
+−+−−−−= −−−−−
)(
),(),()1()1()1()(
)(
2
12121
2
122
1
1
iy
uuCuuBiyiyiyiyT
iy
X iiii              (2.29) 
where )()( 11 rjTxjy −= , )()( 32 rjTxjy −= , iij ,1−= , ))2((2 Tiuui −=−  and the functions ℜ→ℜ2:,CB  
are defined in Example 2.1, is Globally Uniformly Asymptotically Stable.           
 
 
3. Globally Lipschitz Systems 
 
We consider system (1.4) with output 
)()()( 1 iii rxy τξττ +−= , +∈ Zi                                                     (3.1) 
where ∞=0}{ iiτ  is a partition of  +ℜ  with ( ) 11
0
sup Tii
i
≤−+≥ ττ . We assume that 0>+τr , where 0≥r  is the 
measurement delay and 0≥τ  is the input delay. The locally bounded input ℜ→ℜ+:ξ  represents 
the measurement error and the measurable and locally essentially bounded inputs ℜ→ℜ+:id  
( ni ,...,1= ) represent disturbances. We assume that there exist constants 0≥L  and 0≥G  such that 
),...,(),...,(),...,( 1111 iiiiii zxzxLzzfxxf −−≤− , iixx ℜ∈∀ ),...,( 1 , iizz ℜ∈∀ ),...,( 1         (3.2) 
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Guxgi ≤),( , ℜ×ℜ∈∀ nux ),(                                                              (3.3) 
for all ni ,...,1= . Moreover, 0)0( =if  for all ni ,...,1= . Define nn xfxfxf ℜ∈′= ))(),...,((:)( 11 , 
nn
ji njiaA
×ℜ∈== },...,1,:{ ,  with 11, =+iia  for all 1,...,1 −= ni  and 0, =jia  if 1+≠ ij , nb ℜ∈′= )1,0,...,0( ,  
nc ℜ∈′= )0,...,0,1(: . We notice that inequalities (3.2), (3.3) guarantee that system (1.4) is forward 
complete, i.e., for every ( ) ( )nloclocndux ℜℜ×ℜ+∞−×ℜ∈ +∞∞ ;);,[),,( 0 LL τ  the solution ntx ℜ∈)(  of system 
(1.4) with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and corresponding to inputs 
( ) ( )nloclocdu ℜℜ×ℜ+∞−∈ +∞∞ ;);,[),( LL τ  exists for all 0≥t . Indeed, notice that the function 2)(21)( txtP =  
satisfies ( ) )(
2
1)(
2
1)(3)1()( 222 τ−++++≤ tutdGtPLntP , for almost all 0≥t  for which the solution 
ntx ℜ∈)(  of system (1.4) exists. Integrating the previous differential inequality and using a 
standard contradiction argument, we conclude that the solution ntx ℜ∈)(  of system (1.4) exists for 
all 0≥t  and satisfies the following estimate for all 0>t : 
 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
++
+
+≤ −<≤−<≤ tLn
Ln
susdG
xtx tsts
2
3)1(exp
3)1(
)(sup)(sup
)( 00
ττ                                         (3.4) 
     The proposed observer/predictor-based feedback law consists of three components: 
1) A high-gain sampled-data observer for system (1.4), (3.1) which provides an estimate 
ntz ℜ∈)(  of the delayed state vector )( rtx − . 
2) An approximate predictor, i.e., a mapping that utilizes the applied input values and the 
estimate ntz ℜ∈)(  provided by the observer in order to provide an estimate for )( τ+tx . 
3) A stabilizing feedback law for the delay-free system, i.e., system (1.5). 
    In what follows, we are going to describe the construction of each one of the components. We 
also assume that the input and measurement delay values 0, ≥rτ  are perfectly known (see Remark 
3.7(a) below for the case where the measurement delay is not precisely known).  
 
1st Component (High-Gain Sample-Data Observer): Let nnppp ℜ∈′= ),...,( 1   be a vector such that 
the matrix nncpA ×ℜ∈′+ )(  is Hurwitz. The existence of a vector nnppp ℜ∈′= ),...,( 1  is guaranteed, 
since the pair of matrices ),( cA  is observable. The proposed high-gain sample-data observer is of 
the form: 
0,))(exp(
)()()()(
),[,)())(()(
)())()(())(),...,(()(
1,...,1,))()(()())(),...,(()(
011
11111
1211
1
11
=−+=
+−==
∈+=
−−+−′+=
−=−′++=
+
++++
+
+
ττττ
τξτττ
ττ
τθ
θ
iii
iiii
ii
n
n
nnn
i
i
iiii
bT
rxyw
ttztzftw
rtutwtzcptztzftz
nitwtzcptztztzftz



               (3.5) 
where ℜ×ℜ∈ ntwtz ))(),(( , 1≥θ  is a constant to be chosen sufficiently large by the user and 
++ ℜ→ℜ:b  is an arbitrary non-negative locally bounded input that is unknown to the user. Notice 
that the sampling sequence ∞=0}{ iiτ  is an arbitrary partition of +ℜ  with ( ) 11
0
sup Tii
i
≤−+≥ ττ , i.e., the 
sampling schedule is arbitrary. In order to justify the use of the high-gain sample-data observer 
(3.5), we notice that system (3.5) is the feedback interconnection of the usual high-gain observer 
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of system (1.4) which estimates )( rtx −  instead of )(tx  and uses )(tw  instead of (the non-available 
signal) )(1 rtx − : 
)())()(())(),...,(()(
1,...,1,))()(()())(),...,(()(
1
11
τθ
θ
−−+−′+=
−=−′++= +
rtutwtzcgtztzftz
nitwtzcgtztztzftz
n
n
nnn
i
i
iiii


 
and the inter-sample predictor of (the non-available signal) )(1 rtx − : 
0,))(exp(
)()()(
),[,)())(()(
011
1111
1211
=−+=
+−=
∈+=
+
+++
+
ττττ
τξττ
ττ
iii
iii
ii
bT
rxw
ttztzftw
 
which utilizes the measurements and predicts the value of )(1 rtx −  between two consecutive 
measurements. Sampled-data observers of this type (which are robust to sampling schedule 
perturbations) were first proposed in [17] (see also [41,42,43]).  
 
2nd Component (Approximate Predictor): Let ));,0([ ℜ∈ ∞ Tu L  be arbitrary and define the operator 
)];,0([)];,0([: 00,
nn
uT TCTCP ℜ→ℜ  by 
( )∫ +++= tuT dbuAxxfxtxP
0
, ))()())(()0())(( ττττ , for ],0[ Tt∈ .                     (3.6) 
We denote 
	 …
timesl
uTuT
l
uT PPP ,,, =  for every integer 1≥l . We next define the operators 
)];,0([: 0 nnT TCG ℜ→ℜ , nnT TCC ℜ→ℜ )];,0([: 0  and nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:,  for 1≥l  by 
00 ))(( xtxGT = , for ],0[ Tt∈  and )(TxxCT =                                     (3.7) 
T
l
uTT
l
uT GPCQ ,, =                                                          (3.8) 
We next define the mapping nnumlP ℜ→ℜ:,  for arbitrary ));,0([ ℜ+∈ ∞ τru L . Let 1, ≥ml  be integers 
and 
m
rT τ+= . We define for all nx ℜ∈ : 
xQQxP l uT
l
uT
u
ml m 1,,, …=                                               (3.9) 
where ))1(()( Tisusui −+= , mi ,...,1=  for ),0[ Ts∈ . Notice that ));,0([ ℜ∈ ∞ Tui L  for mi ,...,1= .  
     The operator umlP ,  is a nonlinear operator which provides an estimate of the value of the state 
vector of system (1.5) after τ+r  time units when the input ));,0([ ℜ+∈ ∞ τru L  is applied. The 
operator is constructed based on the following procedure:  
- first, we divide the time interval ],0[ τ+r  into 1≥m  subintervals of equal length 
m
rT τ+= , 
- secondly, we apply the method of successive approximations to each one of the 
subintervals; more specifically we apply 1≥l  successive approximations in order to get an 
estimate of the value of the state vector at the end of each one of the subintervals. 
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Proposition 3.1 (see [18]): Let ml,  be positive integers with 1)1( <+ TnL , where 
m
rT τ+= . Then 
there exists a constant 0)(: ≥= mKK , independent of l , such that for every ));,0([ ℜ+∈ ∞ τru L  and 
nx ℜ∈  the following inequality holds: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++−
+≤+−
+<≤
+
)(sup
)1(1
))1(();,(
0
1
, ττφ ττ uxTnL
TnLKuxrxP
r
l
u
ml                    (3.10) 
where );,( uxtφ  denotes the unique solution of (1.5) at time ],0[ τ+∈ rt , with initial condition nx ℜ∈  
and corresponding to input ));,0([ ℜ+∈ ∞ τru L . 
 
Let ( ) ( )ℜ+∞→ℜ+∞−− ∞∞+ );,0[);,[: loclocr r LL τδ τ  denote the shift operator defined by  
)(:))(( τδ τ −−=+ rtutur , for 0≥t                                                  (3.11) 
We are now able to define the approximate predictor mapping nnml r ℜ→ℜ−−×ℜΦ ∞ ));0,([:, τL  
defined by: 
xPux umlml r τ
δ +=Φ ,, :),(                                                         (3.12) 
Using (3.2), (3.3), (3.10) and the Gronwall-Bellman lemma, we conclude that the following 
inequality holds for the solution of (1.4) for all rt ≥ : 
( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−+++++
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++−
+≤+−Φ
+≤≤−
<≤−−
+
+
)()(sup)())(1(exp
)(sup
)1(1
))1(()())(,(
1
,
rtxzsdGrrnL
suz
TnL
TnLKtxutTz
tsrt
tsrt
l
rml
τ
ττ
ττ
τ
                    (3.13) 
It should be noticed that by virtue of (3.4) and (3.13), we obtain the following inequality for all 
( ) nrzu ℜ×ℜ−−∈ ∞ );0,[),( τL :  
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +Γ≤Φ
<≤−−
)(sup),(
0
, suzuz
sr
ml τ
                                                    (3.14) 
where ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +++++−
+=Γ
+
)(
2
3)1(exp
)1(1
))1((:
1
τrLn
TnL
TnLK
l
. 
3rd Component (Delay-Free Stabilizing Feedback):  Due to the triangular structure of system (1.4), 
the results in [47] in conjunction with (3.2), (3.3), imply that there exists nk ℜ∈ , a symmetric 
positive definite matrix nnP ×ℜ∈  and constants 0, >γμ  such that 
 21 2)),(),...,,(()()( dPxxduxguxgPdiagxxPfxxkbAPx n γμ +′−≤′+′+′+′ , for all ℜ×ℜ×ℜ∈ nnudx ),,(   (3.15) 
We are now in a position to construct a stabilizing observer-based predictor feedback.  Let 02 >T  
be the “holding period”. The proposed feedback law is given by (3.5) with 
))(),(()( 22, uiTTiTzktu rml τ+Φ′=

, for ))1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈                               (3.16) 
 
Theorem 3.2: Let nnQ ×ℜ∈  be a symmetric positive definite matrix that satisfies 
02)()( ≤+′+′+′+ IqQpcAcpAQ  for certain constant 0>q  and certain np ℜ∈ . Let nnP ×ℜ∈  be a 
symmetric positive definite matrix that satisfies (3.15) for certain constant 0, >γμ  and certain 
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nk ℜ∈ . Let ml,  be positive integers and 1≥θ , 02 >T  and  01 >T  be constants such that the 
following inequalities hold: 
( ) q
a
Q
TLQp <+ 14 θ                                                       (3.17) 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≥
q
nLQ2
,1maxθ                                                        (3.18) 
( ) ( ) μμ <⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−
++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +′++
+
TnL
TnLKTk
K
PbbknL
l
)1(1
)1(
2
1
1
2
1
                                      (3.19) 
where 0>a  is a constant satisfying Qxxxa ′≤2  for all nx ℜ∈ , 210 KK ≤<  are constants satisfying 
2
2
2
1 xKPxxxK ≤′≤  for all nx ℜ∈ , 0>K  is the constant involved in (3.13) and m
rT τ+= . 
 Then there exist constants 0>Θi  ( 6,...,1=i ) and 0>σ  such that for every 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  the solution 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) 
and (3.16) with initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  satisfies the 
following inequality for all 0≥t : 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ))())(exp(sup)(sup)())(exp(sup)(sup
)(supexp)()()()(
0
6
00
5
0
04030201
0
22
2
sdstsbMsstsbM
uxwzsbMtutTxtTtwtz
tsjTstsjTs
rr
jTsr
rrr
−−Θ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+−−Θ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+
Θ+Θ+Θ+Θ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−≤+++
≤≤+≤≤≤≤+≤≤
++≤≤++
σξσ
σ
ττ
ττττ

 
              (3.20) 
where { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + , ( ) ( )( )
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−
Γ+= 2
exp2exp1
)exp()1(7:
1
2
T
jg
T
TM
τ
ρω
βρ  for all 0≥ρ , 
{ }ktZktg ≤∈= + :min:)( , ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ++++= = 222,...,1 1,max22)1(max21: LpnnL iini θω , ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +++++− +=Γ
+
)(
2
3)1(exp
)1(1
))1((:
1
τrLn
TnL
TnLK
l
 
and  
2
3)1(: +++= Lnωβ .  
 
It should be emphasized that inequality (3.19) holds for sufficiently large integers 1, ≥ml  and 
sufficiently small holding period 02 >T . The reader should notice that since m
rT τ+=  the selection 
of sufficiently large integers 1, ≥ml  makes the term 
TnL
TnLkK
l
)1(1
))1(( 1
+−
+ +  sufficiently small: first select 
an integer 1≥m  so that mrnL <++ ))(1( τ  and then (since 0)(: ≥= mKK  is independent of 1≥l ; see 
Proposition 3.1) we can select a sufficiently large integer 1≥l  so that 
TnL
TnLkK
l
)1(1
))1(( 1
+−
+ +  becomes 
appropriately small. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the following technical lemmas. Their proofs are given in 
the Appendix. 
 
Lemma 3.3 (Bound on Observer State): For every 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ+∞−−×ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ nlocn rrCwzux );,[));,([),,,( 000 τL , ( )++∞ ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ;),( locb Lξ  the solution 
ℜ×ℜ∈ ntwtz ))(),((  of the hybrid system (3.5) with initial condition ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and 
corresponding to inputs ( )++∞ ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ;),( locb Lξ , ( )ℜ+∞−−×ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[));,([),( 0 τrrCux locn L  exists for 
all 0≥t  and satisfies the following inequality: 
( )
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−+
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−
++≤+
<≤
≤≤
≤≤≤≤ 2
0
0
1
2
002
0
2
0
22 )(sup
2
1
)(supexp2exp1
)(sup)(sup
2exp)()( τωω
ξ
ω rsu
sbT
srsx
wzttwtz
ts
ts
tsts     (3.21) 
where ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ++++= = 222,...,1 1,max22)1(max21: LpnnL iini θω . 
 
Lemma 3.4 (Closed-Loop Solution Exists for all Times): For every 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  the solution 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) 
and (3.16) with initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  exists for all 
0≥t  and satisfies the following estimate: 
( ) ( ) ( )
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +++++
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−−−
Γ+
≤+++
≤≤≤≤+
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
≤≤
<≤−−≤≤−≤≤
)(sup)(sup
)(supexp2exp1
)exp()1(7
)(sup)(sup)()(sup
00
0000
0
1
2
0
2
sdGsuxwz
sbT
T
susxswsz
tsts
rr
T
tg
ts
tsrtsrts
ξ
ω
β
τ
τ
             (3.22) 
where { }ktZktg ≤∈= + :min:)( , 
2
3)1(: +++= Lnωβ , ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ++++= = 222,...,1 1,max22)1(max21: LpnnL iini θω  and 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +++++−
+=Γ
+
)(
2
3)1(exp
)1(1
))1((:
1
τrLn
TnL
TnLK
l
.  
 
Lemma 3.5 (Convergence of Observer Estimate for Fast Sampling and High Observer 
Gain): Let nnQ ×ℜ∈  be a symmetric positive definite matrix that satisfies 
02)()( ≤+′+′+′+ IqQpcAcpAQ  for certain constant 0>q . Suppose that (3.17), (3.18) hold for 
certain constant 0>a  satisfying Qxxxa ′≤2  for all nx ℜ∈ . Then there exist constants 0>σ , 0>iA  
( 4,...,1=i ), which are independent of 02 >T  and ml, , such that for every 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  the solution 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) 
and (3.16) with initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
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ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  satisfies the 
following estimate for all 1Trt +≥ : 
( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ))()(expsup)()()(expsup
)()(expsup)0()()(exp)()(
0
413
0
21
1
sdstArsxswstA
sstAxrzrtArtxtz
tsTrsr
ts
−−+−−−−+
−−+−−−≤−−
≤≤+≤≤
≤≤
σσ
ξσσ
            (3.23) 
 
Lemma 3.6 (Zero-Order Hold Control Close to Nominal Control if Sampling is Fast and 
Approximate Predictor is Accurate): Let nnQ ×ℜ∈  be a symmetric positive definite matrix that 
satisfies 02)()( ≤+′+′+′+ IqQpcAcpAQ  for certain constant 0>q  and certain np ℜ∈ . Suppose that 
inequalities (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) hold for certain constants 0>a  satisfying Qxxxa ′≤2  for all 
nx ℜ∈ , 210 KK ≤<  satisfying 2221 xKPxxxK ≤′≤  for all nx ℜ∈ , 0>K  being the constant involved 
in (3.13) and 
m
rT τ+= . Define { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + . Then for all sufficiently small 0>σ  and for all 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  (independent of 0>σ ) 
the solution ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system 
(1.4), (3.5) and (3.16) with initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  satisfies the 
following estimate for all τ+≥ 2jTt : 
( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ))()exp(sup1)(exp1exp
)()exp(sup)exp(exp)())(1(exp)(exp
)()()exp(sup))(1(exp)(exp
)()exp(sup))(1(exp)(exp
)0()())(1(exp)(exp
)()(expsup)(exp
)()(exp
22
0
2442
123
0
22
21
2
1
22
sxsknLTrkCTk
sdsGTrrGArnLCATk
rsxswsrnLkTA
ssrnLCkTA
xrzrnLCkrTA
sxksusrTkC
txktut
tsr
ts
Trsr
ts
jTsrjT
στσσ
σστστττσ
σττσ
ξσττσ
ττσ
τστσ
τση
τ
≤≤−
≤≤
+≤≤
≤≤
+<≤−
++++++
−++++++++
−−+++++
+++++
−++++++
′−−++≤
′−−
  (3.24) 
where ( ))(exp1: 22 τση ++−−= rTkCTk , TnL
TnLKC
l
)1(1
))1((:
1
+−
+=
+
 and 0>iA  ( 4,...,1=i ) are the constants 
involved in (3.23). 
 
We now provide the proof of Theorem 3.2.  
 
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Let 0>σ  be sufficiently small such that 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ημτσσ <+++++′ knLTrkCTk
K
Pbb 1)(exp1exp
2 221
, 
2
μσ ≤  and such that inequalities (3.23), (3.24) 
hold. The existence of sufficiently small 0>σ  satisfying 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ημτσσ <+++++′ knLTrkCTk
K
Pbb 1)(exp1exp
2 221
 is a direct consequence of (3.19). Define 
)()()( tPxtxtV ′= . Using (3.15) we obtain the following differential inequality for almost all 0≥t : 
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 22 )(2)()(
2
)(2)( tdtxktuPbbtVtV γτμμ +′−−
′+−≤                                        (3.25) 
The above differential inequality directly gives the following estimate for all 0>t : 
( )
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−+
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ′−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−′+−≤
≤≤
<≤
)()(
2
expsup2
)()()(
2
expsup
2
1)0(exp)(
01
011
2
sdst
K
sxksust
K
Pbbxt
K
Ktx
ts
ts
μ
μ
γ
τμμμ
                       (3.26) 
where 210 KK ≤<  are constants satisfying 2221 xKPxxxK ≤′≤  for all nx ℜ∈ . Using the inequality 
2
μσ ≤  we conclude that the following inequality holds for all 0>t : 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ))()(expsup2)()()(expsup
2
1)0(exp)(
01011
2 sdst
K
sxksust
K
Pbbxt
K
Ktx
tsts
−−+′−−−−′+−≤
<≤<≤
σμ
γτσμσ      (3.27) 
Notice that inequality (3.27) implies the following inequality for all 0>t : 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ))(expsup2)()()expsup
2
1)0()(expsup
01011
2
0
sds
K
sxksus
K
Pbbx
K
Ksxs
tststs
σμ
γτσμσ <≤<≤≤≤ +′−−
′+≤   (3.28) 
Combining (3.28) and (3.24), we obtain the following inequality for all τ+≥ 2jTt , where { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + : 
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ))()exp(sup1)(exp1exp
2
1
1)(exp1exp
2
1
)()exp(sup)exp(exp)())(1(exp)(exp
2
1
)()()exp(sup))(1(exp)(exp
2
1
)()exp(sup))(1(exp)(exp
2
1
)0()())(1(exp)(exp
2
1
)()(expsup)(exp1
2
1
)()exp(sup2)0()(expsup
0
22
1
022
1
0
2442
1
123
1
0
22
1
21
1
0
2
1
1
011
2
0
1
2
sxsknLTrkCTk
K
Pbb
xknLTrkCTk
K
Pbb
sdsGTrrGArnLCATk
K
Pbb
rsxswsrnLCkTA
K
Pbb
ssrnLCkTA
K
Pbb
xrzrnLCkrTA
K
Pbb
sxksusrTkC
K
Pbb
sds
K
x
K
Ksxs
ts
r
ts
Trsr
ts
jTs
tsts
στσσημ
τσσημ
σστστττσημ
σττσημ
ξσττσημ
ττσημ
τστσημ
σμ
γσ
τ
≤≤
≤≤
+≤≤
≤≤
+<≤
−
≤≤≤≤
+++++′+
+++++′+
−+++++++′+
−−++++′+
++++′+
−+++++′+
′−−+++′+
+≤
 
It is clear from the above inequality that there exist constants 0>iB  ( 6,...,1=i ) so that the 
following inequality holds for all τ+≥ 2jTt , where { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + : 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ))()()exp(sup)()exp(sup)0()(
)()(expsup)()exp(sup)(expsup
16
0
54
0
3
0
201
0
1
2
rsxswsBssBxrzB
sxksusBsdsBxBsxs
Trsrts
jTsts
r
ts
−−++−+
′−−++≤
+≤≤≤≤
+<≤≤≤≤≤
σξσ
τσσσ
τ          (3.28) 
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provided that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ημτσσ <+++++′ knLTrkCTk
K
Pbb 1)(exp1exp
2 221
, where 
( ))(exp1: 22 τση ++−−= rTkCTk , TnL
TnLKC
l
)1(1
))1((:
1
+−
+=
+
. Combining inequalities (3.24), (3.28), (3.23), 
(3.22) and inequality (A.18) in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we obtain the existence of constants 
0>Θi  ( 6,...,1=i ) satisfying inequality (3.20). The proof is complete.          
 
Remark 3.7: 
(a)  Small errors in the measurement delay 0≥r  can be handled. In order to see this, notice that a 
small error in the measurement delay 0≥r  induces a measurement error )()ˆ()( rtxrtxt −−−=ξ , 
where 0≥r  is the assumed value of the measurement delay and 0ˆ ≥r  is the actual value of the 
measurement delay. If rr ˆ−  is sufficiently small then the measurement error 
)()ˆ()( rtxrtxt −−−=ξ  can be rendered sufficiently small so that exponential convergence is 
preserved. More specifically, there exist constants 0>Δ i  ( 4,...,1=i ) such that for every 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rRCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ , where 
)ˆ,max(: rrR = , whenever the solution ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rRCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of 
the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) and (3.16) with initial condition 
( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nR RCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and 
corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  exists, the solution satisfies the following 
estimate for all 0≥t : 
( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ))(expsupˆ
)(expsupˆ)(expsupˆ
)ˆ()(exp)(exp
4
3
0
201
susrr
sxsrrsdsrrx
rtxrtxttt
ts
tsRts
R
σ
σσ
σξσ
τ <≤−
≤≤−≤≤
Δ−+
Δ−+Δ−+Δ≤
−−−=
                       (3.29) 
Combining (3.29) with (3.20) we conclude that the following estimate for all 0≥t  for which 
the solution exists: 
( )( )( ) ( )( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))()exp(supˆ2)()exp(supˆ2)()exp(supˆ2
2222
)(sup
)(expsup)()()(expsup
0
52654
0
53
0401530201
0
00
2
sdsrrsusrrsxsrr
uxwz
sbM
usTsxsTswszs
tststs
rR
jTs
rrts
rr
ts
σσσ
σσ
τ
τ
τ
ττ
≤≤<≤−≤≤
+
+≤≤
++≤≤≤≤
ΘΔ−+Θ+ΘΔ−+ΘΔ−+
Θ+ΔΘ+Θ+Θ+Θ
≤
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++ 
 
From the above inequality, the solution of the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) and (3.16) exists 
for all 0≥t  provided that the inequality ( ) 1)(sup,maxˆ2
20
435 <⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ΔΔΘ−
+≤≤
sbMrr
jTs τ
 holds. 
Moreover, the solution of the closed-loop system (1.4), (3.5) and (3.16) converges 
exponentially to zero.  
(b) For the case that the input can be continuously adjusted, a similar result to Theorem 3.2 can be 
proved. The controller will be a combination of the prediction-based controller proposed in 
[20], the sampled-data observer (3.5) and the approximate predictor mapping defined by 
(3.12).  
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4. Specialization to Linear Time Invariant Systems 
 
For the LTI case (1.6), where the pair of matrices nnA ×ℜ∈ , nB ℜ∈  is stabilizable and the output is 
given by  
)()()( iii rxcy τξττ +−′= , +∈ Zi                                                     (4.1) 
where ∞=0}{ iiτ  is a partition of  +ℜ  with ( ) 11
0
sup Tii
i
≤−+≥ ττ  and the pair of matrices 
nnA ×ℜ∈ , nc ℜ∈  is 
a detectable pair, we apply the observer-based predictor stabilization scheme described in Section 
3. There exist vectors nk ℜ∈  and np ℜ∈  such that the matrices kBA ′+  and cpA ′+  are Hurwitz 
matrices. Moreover, the predictor mapping that relates )( rtx −  with )( τ+tx  is given by the explicit 
expression 
( ) ( )∫
−−
−++=Φ
0
)(exp)(exp:),(
τ
τ
r
dssBuAsxrAux  
Notice that the above prediction scheme is exact (not approximate) for the case 0≡d . Therefore, 
we prove the following corollary in exactly the same way as in Theorem 3.2. 
 
Corollary 4.1: Assume that there exist vectors nk ℜ∈ , np ℜ∈  such that the matrices kBA ′+ , 
cpA ′+  are Hurwitz matrices. For sufficiently small holding period 02 >T  and for sufficiently 
small sampling period 01 >T , there exist constants 0>Θi  ( 7,...,1=i ) and 0,, >βωσ  such that for 
every ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  the solution 
( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system consisting of 
(1.6) with 
0,))(exp(
)()()()(
),[,)()()(
))()(()()()(
011
1111
1
=−+=
+−′==
∈−−′+′=
−′+−−+=
+
++++
+
ττττ
τξτττ
τττ
τ
iii
iiii
ii
bT
rxcyw
trtBuctAzctw
twtzcprtButAztz


                              (4.2) 
( ) ( )∫
−−
+−′++′=
0
22 )(exp)()(exp)(
τ
τ
r
dssiTBuAskiTzrAktu , for ))1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈             (4.3) 
and initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  satisfies 
inequality (3.20) for all 0≥t , where { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + , 
( ) ( )( )
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−
Θ= 2
expexp1
)exp(
:
1
27
T
jg
T
TM
τ
ρω
βρ  for all 0≥ρ  and { }ktZktg ≤∈= + :min:)( .  
 
The advantage of the sampled-data feedback stabilizer (4.2), (4.3) compared to other sampled-
data stabilizers for (1.6) (see for example [29]) is that the closed-loop system (1.6), (4.2), (4.3) is 
completely insensitive to perturbations of the sampling schedule (this is guaranteed by inequality 
(3.20) and the fact that possible perturbations of the sampling schedule are quantified by means of 
the input ( )++∞ ℜℜ∈ ;locb L ).   
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5. Illustrative Example 
 
In this section we consider the following two dimensional system 
)()(,)())(()( 2211 τ−=+= tutxtxtxftx                                                  (5.1) 
where 
2
2
1
)sgn()(
x
xxxf
+
= . For this function we have ( )
22
2
1)1(
2
)(
xx
xx
xf
++
+=′ , 
088662.1
33
24)(sup ≈=′
ℜ∈
xf
x
and consequently system (5.1) is of the form (1.4) and satisfies the global 
Lipschitz assumption made in Section 3. The one-dimensional version of system (5.1) was studied 
in [18], where it was shown that a nonlinear predictor scheme was necessary for its stabilization. 
Here, we study system (5.1) with output available at discrete time instants: 
)()( 11 riTxty −= , for ))1(,[ 11 TiiTt +∈ , +∈ Zi                                       (5.2) 
where 01 >T  is the sampling period and 0≥r  is the measurement delay. The input )(tu  is applied 
with zero-order hold with holding period 02 >T . Theorem 3.2 implies that there exist constants 
0>Θi  ( 4,...,1=i ) and 0>σ  such that for every ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL  
the solution ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop system 
(5.1) with  
))1(())1(())1((
),)1(,[,)())(()(
)())()((3)(
))()((3)())(()(
1111
1121
1
2
2
1211
rTixTiyTiw
ZiTiiTttztzftw
rtutwtztz
twtztztzftz
−+=+=+
∈+∈+=
−−+−−=
−−+=
+


τθ
θ
                                       (5.3) 
))(),(()( 22, uiTTiTzktu rml τ+Φ′=

, for ))1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈                                  (5.4) 
where 1, ≥ml  are integers, the operator 22, ));0,([: ℜ→ℜ−−×ℜΦ ∞ τrml L  is defined by (3.12), 
2)9,15( ℜ∈′−=k  and initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , 
ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  satisfies the following inequality for all 0≥t : 
( )( )rrrrrr uxwztutTxtTtwtz 04030201exp)()()()( Θ+Θ+Θ+Θ−≤+++ ++ σττ           (5.5) 
provided that ml,  are sufficiently large positive integers, 1≥θ  is sufficiently large and the 
sampling period 01 >T  and holding period 02 >T  are sufficiently small.  
 
The closed-loop system (5.1), (5.3), (5.4) was tested numerically for 4/1==τr . It was found that 
the selection 
1== ml , 
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
+
++
=Φ ∫
−
0
2/1
2
121
21, )(22
)(2
2
1),,( dssuz
zfzz
uzzml , 1=θ , 100
1
2 =T , 100
33 21 == TT                 (5.6) 
was appropriate in order to guarantee exponential stability for the closed-loop system. Figures 1 
and 2 show the time evolution of the state and the input for initial conditions 1)()( 21 == sxsx  for 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
4
1s , 2)( −=su  for ⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
2
1s  and 0)0()0()0( 21 === wzz . It is clearly shown that all variables 
converge exponentially to zero. 
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the state ))(),(( 21 txtx  of the closed-loop system (5.1), (5.3), (5.4), 
(5.6) with initial conditions 1)()( 21 == sxsx  for ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
4
1s , 2)( −=su  for ⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
2
1s  and 
0)0()0()0( 21 === wzz  
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the input )(tu  for the closed-loop system (5.1), (5.3), (5.4), (5.6) with 
initial conditions 1)()( 21 == sxsx  for ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
4
1s , 2)( −=su  for ⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡−∈ 0,
2
1s  and 0)0()0()0( 21 === wzz  
 
 
6. Concluding Remarks 
 
We have expanded the applicability of delay-compensating stabilizing feedback to nonlinear 
systems where only output measurement is available and where such measurement is subject to 
long delays. Our designs employ either exact or approximate predictor maps. We perform state 
estimation using either reconstruction maps that generate the state in a finite number of steps from 
output and input data, or using high-gain sampled-data observers. Our results are global, and 
guarantee input-to-state stability in the presence of disturbances for globally Lipschitz systems, 
provided the sampling/holding periods are sufficiently short. Numerous relevant open problems 
remain that include multiple delays on inputs, states, and in the output map or quantization issues 
(as in [4,5,6]), or the possible use of emulation-based observers (as in [2]). 
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.3: By virtue of the Fact, inequality (2.3), the fact that the reconstruction 
mapping nkkppUR ℜ→ℜ×ℜ×+1:  is a continuous function with 0)0,0( =R , in conjunction with 
(2.24), (2.25), there exists a function ∞∈Kb  such that  
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
−−−−=−= jilpijjipiji
uybu
1,...1,...,
maxmax , for all +∈ Zi                                   (A.1) 
Let ( )UTlppTrCux n );0,)1([)];0,([),( 000 ++−×ℜ−−∈ ∞L  be arbitrary and consider the solution 
Ututx n ×ℜ∈))(),((  of the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (2.24), (2.25) with TTT == 21 , initial 
condition ( )UTlpuuTr );0,)1([)0( 0 ++−∈= ∞+ Lτ , ( )nr pTrCxxT ℜ−−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 . Using (A.1) and the 
Fact, we can show that the solution of the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) with TTT == 21 , 
(2.24), (2.25) exists for all 0≥t . Moreover, using (A.1) and the Fact we can construct inductively 
a function ∞∈Kb~  such that  
( )TlppTrTlpTlppTrpTr uxbutTxtT )1(00)1()1( ~)()( +++++++++ +≤+  , for all ])1[( τ+++∈ Tlpt     (A.2) 
Notice that for every +∈ Zi  with 1++≥ lpi , (2.20) holds and ))(( τ+= iTxkui . Hypothesis (H2) and 
(2.3) imply that there exists KL∈σ  such that  
( )( )ττσ −++−+++≤+ TlptTlpxtutx )1(,)1()()( , for all τ+++≥ Tlpt )1(           (A.3) 
Combining (A.2) and (A.3) we can guarantee that there exists a function KL∈σ~  such that (2.26) 
holds. Finally, if the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.2) satisfies the dead-beat property of order jT , 
where +∈ Zj  is positive, then (2.20) implies that 0)( =tx  for all τ++++≥ Tlpjt )1( . The proof is 
complete.          
 
Proof of Lemma 3.3: Local existence and uniqueness follows from [19] (pages 23-27). 
Moreover, the analysis in [19] (pages 23-27) shows that the solution exists as long as it is 
bounded. In order to show that the solution remains bounded for all finite times, we consider the 
function )(
2
1)(
2
1)( 22 twtztR += . Using algebraic manipulations and (3.2), it follows that the 
following differential inequality holds for almost all ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ  and +∈ Zi  for which the solution 
exists: 
)(
2
1)(2)( 2 τω −−+≤ rtutRtR                                                     (A.4) 
where ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ++++= = 222,...,1 1,max22)1(max21: LpnnL iini θω . Integrating the differential inequality (A.4) we 
obtain for all ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ  and +∈ Zi  for which the solution exists: 
( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−−++−≤+ ∫
−
<≤
i
i
t
ts
iii dssrsuwzttwtz
τ
τ
ωττττω
0
22222 2exp)(sup)()()(2exp)()(                 (A.5) 
Consequently, using a standard contradiction argument and (A.5), we are able to show that: 
 
“if for some +∈ Zi  the solution exists at it τ=  then the solution exists at 1+= it τ ” 
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Using induction, (A.5) and the fact that )(sup)(sup)(
00
srsxw
ii ss
i ξτ ττ ≤≤≤≤ +−≤  for all 
+∈ Zi  with 1≥i , we 
show that the following inequality holds for all +∈ Zi  with 2≥i : 
( ) ( ) ( )∫∑ −−−+−⎟⎟⎠
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Inequalities (A.5), (A.6) and the fact that )(sup)(sup)(
00
srsxw
ii ss
i ξτ ττ ≤≤≤≤ +−≤  for all 
+∈ Zi  with 1≥i , we 
show that the following inequality holds for all +∈ Zi  and ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ : 
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(A.7) 
Inequality (3.21) is a direct consequence of (A.7) and the fact that ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−+≥
≤≤+
)(supexp
0
11 sbT
ts
ii ττ , 
which holds for all +∈ Zi  with it τ≥ . The proof of the claim is complete.         
 
Proof of Lemma 3.4: We prove the lemma by induction. More specifically, we prove the 
following claim for all +∈ Zi : 
 
(Claim) For every ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞ nn rrCwzux );0,[)];0,([),,,( 00000 τL , ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  
the solution ( ) ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−−×ℜ−∈ ∞+ nnrr rrCtwtzutTxtT );0,[)];0,([))(),(,)(,)(( 0 ττ L  of the closed-loop 
system (1.4), (3.5) and (3.16) with initial condition ( )ℜ−−∈= ∞+ );0,[)0( 0 ττ ruuTr L , ( )nr rCxxT ℜ−∈= ];0,[)0( 00 , ℜ×ℜ∈= nwzwz ),())0(),0(( 00  and corresponding to inputs ( )nlocdb ℜ×ℜ×ℜℜ∈ ++∞ ;),,( Lξ  exists for all ],0[ 2iTt∈  and satisfies (3.22) for all ],0[ 2iTt∈ . 
 
It is clear that the claim holds for 0=i . Next assume that the claim holds for some +∈ Zi . Define 
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(3.16) and (3.22) for ],0[ 2iTt∈ , it is clear that )(tu  is well-defined on ))1(,[ 22 TiiT +  and satisfies the 
following inequality for all ])1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈ : 
( ) i
tsr
Asu Γ≤
<≤−−
)(sup
τ
                                                           (A.8) 
Using (3.4), (3.22) for ],0[ 2iTt∈  and (A.8), it is clear that )(tx  is well-defined on ])1(,[ 22 TiiT +  and 
satisfies the following inequality for all ])1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈ : 
      ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
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≤≤ 20 2
3)1(exp)(sup)1()( TLnsdGAtx
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Using Lemma 3.3, (A.8) and (A.9), it is clear that ))(),(( twtz  is well-defined on ])1(,[ 22 TiiT +  and 
satisfies the following inequality for all ])1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈ : 
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Therefore, using the definition  
2
3)1(: +++= Lnωβ  and (A.8), (A.9), (A.10), we conclude that the 
following inequality holds for all ])1(,[ 22 TiiTt +∈ : 
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The fact that the claim holds for all ])1(,0[ 2Tit +∈  is a direct consequence of (A.11). The proof is 
complete.        
 
Proof of Lemma 3.5: Define the quadratic error Lyapunov function eQeeV 11:)( −− ΔΔ′= θθ , where 
)()(:)( rtxtzte −−= , ),...,,(: 2 ndiag θθθθ =Δ . Using (3.2), (3.3), the identities 11 −− Δ=Δ θθ θAA , 1−Δ′=′ θθ cc  
and the inequalities eLxxfexexf iiiiii 1111 ),...,(),...,( −− Δ≤−++ θθ  for ni ,...,1=  and all nnex ℜ×ℜ∈),(  
(which follow from (3.2)), we get for ⎟⎟⎠
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where )()()( 1 twrtxt −−=η , )()(),(~ xfexfexp −+= . Let 0>σ  be sufficiently small so that 
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a
Q
TTLQp <+ 11exp4 σθ  and Q
q
8
θσ ≤ . The existence of sufficiently small 0>σ  satisfying the 
inequality ( ) ( ) q
a
Q
TTLQp <+ 11exp4 σθ  is guaranteed by (3.17). Using (A.13), we conclude that: 
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for all rt ≥ . Therefore, the following inequalities hold for all rt ≥ : 
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where 0>a  is a constant satisfying Qxxxa ′≤2  for all nx ℜ∈ . Using (3.2) and (A.16), we obtain 
for almost all rt ≥ : 
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The above inequality implies that the following estimate holds for all ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ , where iτ  with 
1≥i  is an arbitrary sampling time with ri ≥τ : 
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Using the fact that 1Tti −≥τ ,  in conjunction with the following inequalities  
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the above inequalities give for all ),[ 1+∈ iit ττ , where iτ  with 1≥i  is an arbitrary sampling time 
with ri ≥τ : 
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Notice that the above inequality holds for all 1Trt +≥ . Setting ( ) a
Q
LM θ+=: , it follows from 
(A.17) and the inequality ( ) ( ) q
a
Q
TTLQp <+ 11exp4 σθ  that the following inequality holds for all 
1Trt +≥ : 
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The existence of constants 0>σ , 0>iA  ( 4,...,1=i ), which are independent of 02 >T  and ml, , 
satisfying (3.23) is a direct consequence of (A.15) and the above inequality. The proof is 
complete.        
 
Proof of Lemma 3.6: Let 0>σ  be sufficiently small such that (3.23) holds and such that 
( ) 1)(exp 22 <+++ τσ rTkCTk , where TnL
TnLKC
l
)1(1
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1
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+
. The existence of sufficiently small 0>σ  
satisfying ( ) 1)(exp 22 <+++ τσ rTkCTk  is guaranteed by (3.19). Using (3.16), we obtain for all 
+∈ Zi  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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Using (3.13), we obtain for all +∈ Zi  with riT ≥2  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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Combining (A.19) and (A.20) we obtain for all +∈ Zi  with riT ≥2  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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On the other hand, using (3.2) and (3.3), we conclude that the following inequality holds for all 
+∈ Zi  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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(A.22) 
Inequality (A.21) implies that the following inequality holds for all +∈ Zi  with riT ≥2  and 
))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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     (A.23) 
It follows from Lemma 3.5 and inequality (3.23) that the following inequality holds for all +∈ Zi  
with 12 TriT +≥  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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Combining (A.23) and (A.24) we obtain for all +∈ Zi  with 12 TriT +≥  and ))1(,[ 22 ττ +++∈ TiiTt : 
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Inequality (3.24) is a direct consequence of the above inequality. Indeed, using the above 
inequality and inequality ( ) 1)(exp 22 <+++ τσ rTkCTk  we can compute an upper bound for 
( )( ))()(expsup
2
sxksus
tsjT
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≤≤+
τσ
τ
, where { }12:min TrjTZjj +≥∈= + . The proof is complete.        
 
 
